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1. lnt reduction 
The profinite fundamental group of a topos was defined by Grothendieck and 
used for algebraic geometry, [2), [4, pp. 28%2903. It resembles the fundamental 
group of a topological space. For example, if the space X is we/i-connected (i.e., 
nice enough to have a universal, simply connected covering). then Grothendieck’s 
fundamental group for the topos of sheaves over X is the profinite completion of 
the usual fundamental group of X. In this paper we defme a new fundamental group 
for a topos which is internal (as a pro-group) and which corresponds to the actual 
fundamental group rather than the profinite completion. Its main features are: 
(1) Our fundamental group is defined internally. It does not depend on choices 
(such as the choice of a base point) and is even defined for topoi without points. 
Similarly it is functorial with respect o all geometric morphisms between topoi, not 
just ‘base-point preserving’ ones. 
(2) It is not required that the topos be connected. The fundamental group 
behaves differently on different components. 
(3) The traditional fundamental group of a well-connected topological space can 
be recovered from our definition applied to the topos of sheaves. Similarly if G is 
a group, then G (regarded as a progroup) is the fundamental group of the topos 
of G-sets (i.e., sets on which G acts) [Grothendieck’s definition yields the profinite 
completion from which G and the traditiona fundamental group cannot be 
recovered .]
(4) If we are considering a connected topos with a point, then our fundamental 
group can be pulled back along the point to a pro-group in Sets. This pro-group has 
a profinite completion which is isomorphic to the Grothendieck fundamental group. 
There is an internal profinite completion which can be viewed as an internal point- 
free version of the Grothendieck group. The use of pro-groups is analogous to the 
internal Galois group which iz an internal pro-group (or pro-groupoid) rather than 
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an internal group (see [7], [S]). The Galois groups are always profinite (i.e., equal 
to their profinite completions). 
(5) Our best results are for the profinite completion of the fundamental group. 
For example, there is a profinite version of the Hurewicz theorem (see Theorem 
3.9). Analogous questions for the pro-group remain open. A disappointment is the 
inability so far to locate the universal cover where it ‘should be’ (in the topos of 
n-actions where x is the fundamental group and covers, see [l). The relationship 
between that paper and this one also remains open. 
1. The fundamental group as a pro-group 
The fundamental grol*p of a topos seems to be a pro-group rather than a group. 
Definition. Let Grp be the category of ordinary (i.e., set-basedj groups. Then a 
yro-grouy P in a topos t[ is a left exact (=finite liiilit preserving) functor: 
P:Grp-+. 
For example eve] y internal group H in I’ corresponds to a pro-group Hom(H, -) 
but most pro-groups are not oi this form. 
Definition. Let G be a group in Sets and let f( be a topos. By a generali:ed G- Torsor 
T in I: we mean an object T on which G acts (on the left) so that the map 
G x T -+ T x T [give? by (g, r)-+(gt, t)] is an isomorphism and so that T has clopen 
c~.~nt (meaning t hiit the image of T under T -+ 1 is a complomenfed subobject of 
1). T :c a G-Torsor in the ordinary sense iff the estem of T is I. If f’ is connected, 
then (:tsid~ t’rom the trivial object, 0) all generalized G-Torsors are G-Torsors in the 
usual 5c’nse. 
Definition. Let fc bz 3 topos. For each group G in Sets let n(G) be the colimit of 
the diagram of generalized G-torsors and G-equib ariant maps. (If this colimit does 
not csist, then I( does not have a fundamental group. If (( is a Grothendieck topos 
t hc diagram is essentially small and the colimit does exist .) Note that R(G) k defined 
;i\ :I colimir of an e~:ernul/_r? defined dia.gram. Tk internal colimit would be trivial 
klc‘e. locally, all T~xsors look alike. Some external aspect is needed in di fining rr 
sinic it i\ supposed to measure how well local phenoincnCi can be patched :dgether 
lo t 0rni glcbal pflenoniena. 
We f‘urtkr regard TI as a functor as follows: If I: : G --W is a grollp honnomor- 
phisrn ;tnd it‘ T k a gcnerdlized G-Torsor, then rr*(G) = f-i& T (tens~.)rmg over G) 
is a generalized WTorsor. This enables us to map n(G) to n(H). 
Sdtation. It‘ 1 is a topos, then TI or even n( tL ) lvill often be used to denote the 
filrrll~rtrrtWiu1 $UJI//? of I( . The simpler not ation TI \6ll be used when the topos 
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involved is understood. The distinction between ~(8) (the fundamental group of 8) 
and n(G) (the value of the functor z at the group G) should always be clear from 
the context. 
Remark. The best way to understand this definition and 
thing’ is to consider some examples. These are presented 
after first verifying that x is left exact and well-behaved 
morphisms. 
see that it does the ‘right 
at the end of this section 
with respect o geometric 
Proposition 1.1. The functor z is left exact (and so is a pro-group). 
Proof. That II is functorial and finite product preserving and preserves the terminal 
object, 1, is all straightforward. It remains to show that z preserves equalizers. Let 
u and o from G to H be homomorphisms and let E c G be their equalizer. Let T 
be a G-torsor and let HO, T and HO,, T denote u#( T) and o#( T) respectively, Let 
A : HO, T=-+H@,, T 
be a global H-equivariant map. Define: 
T,=(teTII(lO,t)=lO,,t} 
(Note that T, is actually defined in / as an equalizer and the ‘set-theoretic’ nota- 
tion is only suggestive.) It is clear that T, is closed under the action of E. Moreover 
if g e G but g $ E, then g( T,) is disjoint from T1. These facts show that T, is 
(locally) either empty or an E-torsor. To show that T, is a generalized E-torsor, it 
remains to prove that T1 has clopen extent. For each h E H define: 
Clearly T is the disjoint union of {T,,} as h varies in H (recall that H is a group 
in Sets). Let SC_ T be the union of {g( T,)} for ge G. Since g(T,) is just T,, for 
h = u(g)v ‘(g) it follows that : is complemented. Moreover if p : T-+ 1 is the unique 
map to 1, then p(S)=p(T,) and S=p-‘p(S). Since T has clopen extent, it readily 
follows that p(S) is the clopen extent of T*. So T, is a generalized E-torsor and its 
existence shows that n(,t ) maps onto the equalizer of n(u) and Z(V). That TC preserve!: 
monos is straightforward, which completes the proof. 
Proposition 1.2. Let I’ and i be topoi and let r * : t --+ L be an inverse image 
flrnctor. Then the composition r%(? ) is a pro-group in .;L, There is an associated 
natural transformation Tt(r*) Jrom r*Tc( I( ) to n(. k ) which is functorial in iile sense 
that ifs*: ./ - + .// is also an inverse image functor, then 
x(s*)s*(n(r*)) = n(s*r*). 
roof. For each group G we have defined n((’ )(G) as a colimit of G-torsors. Sinse 
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r* preserves G-torsors and preserves colimits, 
~*n((’ )(G) intc ~&ii)(G). It is straightforv.aird 
natural and interacts properly with s*. 
thtlrc is an obvious map from 
to verify the details that this is 
Remark. From the above result, z(b) varies covariant!y with invPrse image func- 
tars, hence contravariantly with geometric morphisms and therefore contravariantly 
with continuous maps in the case of spatial topoi. This may seem unexpected since 
the topological fundamental group is covariant. However, if we recall that ~(6‘) is 
a pro-group generalizing the functor Hom(nl (X), -) we see that group homomor- 
phisms correspond to natural transformations in the opposite direction. 
Example 1 (H-sets). Let H be a group and t:onsider the topos of H-sets. It is con- 
venient o think of an H-set as a set together with a right action by H while C-torsors 
in H-sets will have a compatible left action by G. We claim that the colirnit of all 
G-torsors in Hom(H, G) and so x(/?-sets) ik essrntially H (or more preciseiy, the 
pro-group Hom(H, -).) An element of the colimit is represented by a G-torsor 7;1 
together with a point I()E 4,. This produces a map 111: H -%G defined so that 
toh = rn(h)r,,. Conversely, given r?z :H -+ G then G acqclires a right H-action (via nt) 
and becomes a G-torsor (under left multiplication) with a distinguished element ;the 
identity) which corresponds to m. From this n(G) is readily snown to bc 
Hom(H, G). The H-action on n(G) can be &own tc/ be by conjugation in the sense 
that @&)(_I-) = r?r(hsh ’ ). 
Remark. If G is abel:ian, then rr(G) is simply the set of it!! equivalence classes of 
G-torsors. This happens because in the colimit each G-torsor gets identified to a 
point. However, if G is not abelian, then multiplication by R need not be G-equi- 
variant for every G-torsor. So the G-torsor T need not collapse into a single point. 
In the above example, the G-torsor T is mapped in the colimit n(G) onto a G- 
conjug acy class of maps from H to G. This topic is pursued further in the discussion 
of the relation between the fundamental group and homology (see ‘fheorem 3.9). 
Example 2 (Universal Cuvers). L.et X be a connected topological space which is nice 
enough to havt a universal covering p ; X* -+X. Let xl be the deck translation 
group which then aits transitively on each fibre p‘ ‘(x) (by universality). Pick a 
base point q, * in X* and let so =p(_$). Let T be an!’ G-torsor sheaf over X and let 
I,\ in T be a PIven point lying over .Q in X. By universality, tnere exists d m;tp 
(-Y. %-*-+ T dich sends ,I-~;” to to. For each deck translation n in nl there is a unique 
,e E G such that ad(x$) = gt,. It follows that run = gcu (as they agree clt s$. ‘;‘?is sets 
up a group hon;n:,morphism : J. r I -+G whc*rc m(d) is that g for which ad =:gcr. 
Each M:IT, -PC arises in this manner since from m we geb a C-w-s )r G@,X*. It 
fsllobss that tag+ stalk I the Thl\af n(G) is in one- r:#,tt. corresp jnde .ce ,vith 
Horn;* , .’ ~3 the pro-y clip R is Lo !?~.a.~ :Y Welch is I., ,r.!ly -epresenied b\ he 
desk 2wncblati:;n group %I The glo’x~l reg~ F-l tztlS31t7 ;!I iv dewrlbed in the A .x4 
section ;jC thiti paper (Example 4.1). 
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Example 3 (l”~o-g~~jLJp7s r’n Sets). (a) Every group H defines a pro-group by the 
representable functor Hom(H, -). Those pro-groups P: Grp-Sets which are proper 
and limit-preserving (i.e., preserve all limits, not just the finite ones) are (to within 
natural equivalence) precisely those of the form I-Iom(H, -), by Freyd’s theorem. 
It can also be shown that H is determined within isomorphism by P. 
(b) Every topological group H defines a pro-group Hom(H, -) where Hom(H, C) 
is the set of continuous homomorphicm (taking G to be discrete). Those proper 
functors P: Grp-Sets which Are not only left exact b;lt also preserve infinite inter- 
sections (of subr;;roups) are precisely those respresentable as hom(H, -) for a loc& 
group H. [‘1 his result corrects a mistaker claim that topological groups sufficed. 
The irnp?~~~ernen~ US suggested by John Isbell, the proof (not included here) was 
obtain4 ;n join: *.vork +th David Joyce.] 
(c) It‘ H is a topological group and {Hi) is a filter of sub-groups, then the func- 
tor P: Grp-Sets defined by: 
P(C; t = Colim )-Tom(Hi;, G) 
is left exact. Conversei> every proper pro-group is represented by such a filter 
(which is constructible from the canonical diagram). Non-proper pro-groups exist 
(Isbell) and they can be visualized as above in terms of ‘big’ topological groups H 
which exist ir a larger tiniverse. 
Remark. 11‘ r is a proper pro-group in Sets, then we can construct he topos Sets” 
of sets on which r acts (see next section). The question of whether n(Sets’) is r 
remains open (an apparent counter-example found previously does not vork). For 
prqfinite grmry.s I- we do have n(:jets’ )= r and a generalization to f’ ’ (see 
Section 3). 
2. On pro-groups in 8 topos 
This s :ction contains some technical points which will be used later. 
Pactions 
Let r: Grp-+ ([ be a pro-group which is prop<; (as clefined Mow). Then if h has 
enough limits, we can define what it means for r to act and w:it k:an construct he 
topos (’ “ oi all r-actions firid Pequivariant maps. 
Definition- by an action, (A, G), we mean a set A and a group G (in Sets) which 
acts on A. Tr,e pair (m, s) is an action map from (A, G) to (B, H) if m: A-+B and 
s: G -+H is a ttinction such that ~PZ(S,” 7) = h(ma) for all h E H and all aE A. We 
denote 
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Observe that if Grp is the category of groups in Sets, then there is an obvious 
injection: 
I : Grp-+ActoP where I(G) = (0, G). 
If r: Grp--+ is a pro-group and if 1” ‘acts on W’, then conceptually there should 
be a functor W from Act OP to (4 which sends (A, G) to the object of action maps 
from (W, r‘) :o (A, G). To make this precise, we need to take care of a cardinality 
condition. Recall that the infinite cardinal m is regdar if nj < m for all jE J and 
Card(J) < m imply C nj <m. (All infinite, non-limit cardinals are regular.) 
Definition. Let m be a regular infinite cardinal and let P be a topos. Let m-Grp be 
the category of all groups with cardinal less than m. We say that PGrp+P is 
m-proper if f is the left Kan extension of its restriction to m-Grp. 
Since left Kan extensions from m-Grp preserve left exactness, the category of 
m-proper pro-groups is essentially the category of left exact functors from m-Grp. 
(For I! = Sets, a pro-group r is proper iff it is m-proper for some regular m,) 
Definition. Let f‘ be a topos and let r from m-Grp to (4 be an m-proper pro-group 
for m some regular cardinal. Assume that ($ has limits of all diagrams of cardinal 
2” whenever n< m. Let nz-Act be the category of all actions (A, G) with Card A 
and Card G less than m. Let (m-sets)’ be the category of all sets A (of cardinal 
less than m) such that G acts on A. The maps of (m-sets)’ are to be G-equivariant. 
So if Card(G)<nr, then 
(m-Sets)’ c m-Act. 
Note also that I: m-Grp-+m-Act? 
Define ff I’ as the category of all functors: 
W : (m-Act)OP -+ 6 
such that: 
(1) WI= r (so W(0, G) := T(G) and similarly for maps). 
(2) W is left exact. 
(3) The restriction of lv to (m-SetsG)oP preserves a// limits, as a funCtOr to fir(G). 
(4) The morphisms of r;’ r are natural transformations over I. 
Theorem 2.1. With the above assumptions, (4 ’ is a tops. 
roof. We shall only show how to modify the lengthy argument given in the proof 
of Theorem 1 .l of [8] so that it applies here. First W is determined by its values 
U’(G, 6) for each G in m-Grp, where G acts on itself by left multiplication. This 
follows from the canonical colimit construction given in [8], which gives us a limit 
in (m-Sets ’ Or We can now apply the argument of [a], which placed the objects ) . 
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{ ?V(G, G)} into a Wraith glueing construction, except for the technical point of 
Lemma 4.1 of [g] which relied heavily on finiteness. However, this lemma could 
have been proved more easily using an adjoint transpose (of 5 with respect to 
hqh,). Then finiteness is not needed. 
Remark. Theorem 2.1 extends to pro-categories. The proof of theorem 1.1 of [8], 
as modified above, applies. 
Notation. Let (5’ be a topos. Then Pro-&p@ ) is the dual of the category of left 
exact functors from Grp to (5’. 
Products and coproducts 
Let r: Grp-+ and A : Grp-+ (q be in Pro-Grp(cs’ ). We define their coproduct 
r + A so that (r+ 6)(G) is T(G) x d(G). This is easily seen to be their coproduct in 
Pi o-Grp( (5 ). 
. he product of r and A in Pro-Grp( r: ) is more difficult. If 1: = Sets and if r and 
~1 are represent able, this corresponds to defining Hom(1’xd, G) in terms of 
I-Iom(T, G) and Hom(d, G). It is the subset of Hom(T, G) x Hom(d, G) consisting 
of pairs of maps whose ‘ranges commute’. 
Definition. Let G be a group in Sets. We call (G,, Gz) a commuting pair of 
subgroups of G if GI c G, Gz c G and every XE Gt commutes with YE Gz. 
Let r and d be in Pro-Grp(,!’ ). We define their product, Tx A, by 
(r x A)(G) = U(T(G,) xA(G2) / (G1, G2) is a commuting pair)- 
(We regard each T(G*) xd(G,) as a subobject of T(G)xd(G) and the union is a 
union of subobjects. The obvious map (f x&(G)-+‘(G) xd(G) is a natural 
transformation, corresponding to a map T-t A ---TX A in Pro-Grp(A).) 
Proposition 2.2. Tx A as defined above is a product in Pro-Grp( (5 ). 
Proof. First, a direct proof shows that r x A is a left exact functor. Next, we must 
first define the projection maps pI : Tx A -+r and p2 :rxA-+A. These are to be 
natural transformations, with p*(G) : T(G)-+(rx A)(G) and p2(G) : d(G)-+ 
(rx T)(G). Since (G, 1) is a commuting pair and since A(1) = 1, as A is left exact, 
the definition of p,(G) is obvious. Similarly p2(G) is defined using the commuting 
pair (1, G). 
Let YE Pro-Grp( t ) and maps a: Y -+I-‘, b : W -+A be given. We must find an ap- 
propriate map c : Y +f x A. Note that a(G) : T(G)-+ Y(G) and b(G) : A(G)-+ Y(G) 
and we must define c(G) : (Txd)(G)-+ Y(G). Clearly a(G) x b(G) defines a map 
from (rx A)(G) to (Yx Y)(G). It suffices to compose this lvith the diagonal map 
(Yx Y)(G)-+ Y(G). l3ut if (G,, G,) is a commuting pair, then there is a group 
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homomorphism 111: GI x Gl +G given by group multiplication. Therefore Y(m) 
maps Y(Gr) x Y(G2) to Y(G) (since Y(G, x G2) = Y(G,) x Y(Gz)) and the maps 
Y(~I) clearly patch together correctly to give us the desired diagonal map. 
Similarly we can show that 
c(G) : (rx A)(G)-+ Y(G) 
is uniquely determined by the naturality of c and the requirements that cp, =a and 
cpz = b. It suffices to consider a commuting pair G,, Gz of subgroups of G and 
examine the restriction of c(G) to T(G,) x A(Gz). Let H= G1 x Gz and 
HJ = G1 x { I} and Hz = { 1) )G,. Let m : H -+G denote group multiplication, a 
homomorphism as G!, Gz commute. Let 7Ti : H -+G be the projection maps for 
i= 1,2. To show that c(G) restricted to T(Gr) x A(G2) is uniquely determined it 
suffices to show that c(H) restricted to T(H,) x A(H2) is uniquely determined and 
apply the naturality of c to the map m. For this it suffices to show that Y(Zi)c(H) 
restricted to f(W,) xA(H2) is determined for i= 1,2 but this is straightforward. 
3. The profinite and restricted fundamental groups 
A topos I( may fail to have a fundamental group because it lacks enocgh colimits, 
such as the colirnit of all G-torsors where G is a group of large cardinal. For such 
topoi it might be best to restrict our definition to groups of cardinal less than rn 
where IPI is a regular cardinal. In particular we consider the restriction to finite 
groups (other restrictions could presumabry be treated similarly). This produces the 
notion of the prufinite ftindm~entai group which (Theorem 3.7) internalizes 
Cirothcndieck’s fundamental group and which has good properties (e.g., Theorem 
3.3, Proposition 3.8, Theorem 3.9 below). 
Definition. Recall that a profinite group in I( is defined to be a left exact functor 
from Fin Grp (finite groups) to (5. 
Define f, : Fin \T;rp--+ (( as the restriction of rr,( . Then ti,: (or just 6) is the Pro- 
. finiw Fwdurrmtul Group of (( . Note that Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 also apply to ri. 
Esamplcs, ii is the profinite completion of n. So for H-sets, fi is (the functor 
rcprcsentcd by) rhe profinite completion of H. Similarly, for spatial topoi, over 
vvell-connected t~~pol~~gical sp ces, i? is the profinite completion of the traditional 
fundamental group. 
Sotation. We kt Profin Grp((” ) be the category of profinite groups in f( (and the 
drrul ot‘ natural transformations). If I( has enough colimits, then Profin Grp(f” ) can 
be regarded as the full subcategory of Pro-Grp(f! ) comprised of those pro-groups 
which are &,-proper (see previous section). The inclusion of Profin Grp(c: > in Pro- 
Grp( 1 then has a left adjoint which assigns to each pro-group its profinite comple- 
tion (which is simply its restriction to Pin Grr). 
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Definition. Let r be in Profin Grp( f:‘), Iet G be a finite group in Sets, and let g E G 
be given. The nullity of g is, conceptually, the set of all y E T(G) for which g is not 
in ‘the range of y). We define: 
For technical reasons we need the following definition. 
Nr(g) = U{T(K) [ KG G and gM}. 
Note that we regard T(K) c r(C) when KC G and N,(g) is a union of subobjects 
of T(G). We let N(g) = Nr(g) when r is understood. Note that N(g) is geometrical- 
ly defined despite the negation ‘g @ K’ since N(g) is a union of specified subobjects. 
Notation. For each g E G let g : G +G represent he group homomorphism of con- 
jugation by g. 
Proposition 3.1. Let r and A be in Profin Grp(C ). Recali that (I’>< A)(G) is defined 
as a subobject of T(G) x A(G). It can alternatively be defined by 
(l%A)(G)-((y,G)ET(G)xA(G)IT(g)(y)=y or aeNd for aNgEG}. 
Proof. Since G is finite this is a proposed geometric description of (rxd)(G). If 
& = Sets, then r and A can be regarded as ordinary profinite groups and y : r -+G, 
6 : A -+ G as maps. The condition says that either gy(x)g -* = y(x) for all x E r or g 
is not in the range of 6. So if g is in the range of 6, then gy(x) = y(x-)g for all x E IY 
Using the results of [l I), this proves the result for a topos 8 (with countable limits). 
Remark. Let r be an ordinary profinite group and let C be a finite group in Sets. 
Let T(C) be the !;et of continuous homomorphisms from r to G. Then r acts on 
I’(G) by conjugation. [If x E r and y : r-+G let (xv)(y) = y(x-* yx).] Since 
T(G) E Setsr we c:;,n lift r to r in Profin Grp(Sets’). 
Proposition 3.2. I,et r in Profin Grp(c! ) be given. Then r can be lifted to i= in 
Profin Grp(t: ‘) by a geometric onstruction which extends the above definition of 
r for 8 = Sets. (1’ U* : t L 6 is the ‘underlying object functor ’ of the inverse 
image functor defined in [8, Lemma 3.4, then U*r= r. 
r has a differeri t lifting to Pro fin Grp((t “) obtained by composing with the %on- 
stant action ’ func:or & -+ (5 C When there is no danger of confusion, we let r also 
denote this prqiinitcp group in 6 I‘ with trivial action. 
Proof. Let r be given and let G be a finite group. To show that T(G) lies in ttr 
we have to regard r(G) as a left exact functor froln the category of finite group 
actions to 6 (see [7]). If the finite group H acts on the finite set A, then r(C)@, H) 
is, conceptually, the object of action maps from (A, ) to (d’(G), r) where r acts 
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on f(G) by conjugation. These maps are envisioned as pairs (m, sl where 
m: A--+(G) and SET such that for XET and a& we have 
m(s(x)a) = x(ma) = g(ma)g- ’ where 8 = m(a)(x)- * . 
Recall that g : G -+G is defined by g(j) = dg - ‘. In order for (m, s) to be aAl action 
map we mU.,t require that m(ha) = IQ)m(a) whenever a EA and (g-l, h) is in the 
range of (ma, s) : F--+G x H. Therefore, we define: 
~W(A, H)= (CmA 1 m:A+T(G), SET(H) and for all aEA, gEG, 
h E H, m(ha) = rg)ma or (ma, s) E N(g-‘, h)). 
Note tha; (MW, s) E r(G x H), essentially because r is left exact and that 
(r;r ‘9 A) E G x H. 
Since A,, G and H are all finite, this definition is geometric, and, from .he above 
discussion r(G)(A, H) has the appropriate properties in the case A = Sets. 
‘Theorem 3.3. Let I- hc in Profin Grp(t’ ). Then 
(.Vote that i= is defined above and that ii( !’ ) in Pro fin Grp( (5 ) is hfted to 
Profin Grp( I( I‘) & usirtg the trivial Ik~!ion. The product oj‘ these profinite groups 
irl )’ I iv defined above. ) 
Proof. We need to relate generalized torsors in I( to generalized torsors in I( “. For 
c’on~ c>nicilce we shall work with actual torsors, the extension to generalized torsors 
king straightforward. 
Suppose that T is a G-torsor in I’. If we want to Mine a ‘G-preserving r-action’ 
on T, then, conceptually, there should be a map CT : r-+r(G) such that for t e T we 
have g(f) : r--+ G sends s E I-’ to the unique g in G for which xt = g -’ t. As a conse- 
quence a&r) would presumably be Q~)a(t) (where T(&) is composition with 
conjueation by g!J. To make this prt;cise we need the following lemmas. 
I.emna 3.3. Let i’ k N G- Torsor in cc (rvhere G is u finite group in Sets). Let I’ 
k irr Profin Grp(l ) und let o : T-W(G) be dt$ned so that a(gt) I= T(g)a(t). Then 
( 7; a) curl hf regkwid, in u nntrrrai rvqv, us N G- Torsor in f[ ’ . 
Proof, To place (T, a) in f: ’ we must interpret (T, 0) as a left exact functor from 
the category of finite group actions to t( (see [8]). Suppose that the fmite group H 
xt\ OII the finite set A. Then (T, @(A, H) is, in concept, the object of action maps 
f‘rml (A, H) to (TJ) where f ‘acts’ on T via CT so that if ‘SE I-“, then st=g--‘t 
fi kr~ ,Y -1 a(t)(x). Therefore, an action map should (presumably) consist of a func- 
tion :)I : , -I--+ T toget her with s : I- --+ H suk:h that for all .I- E I- we have .W(S x a) =smo. 
Imagine that a(rna)s=g I; then ,x-ma-T qna. If, in addition, S(X) = h, then 
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m(s x a) = m(ha). So if (g-l, h) in G x H is in the range of (oma, s) from I-’ to G x H, 
then m(ha) should be gma. To make this precise: 
(T,a)(A,H)=(m:A+T, sfzT(H)Ifor all gEH, ~EH, aEA: 
either m(ha) = g(ma) or (Jma, s) E N(g- ‘, h)} . 
It remains to show that (T, a) is functorial, left exact and a G-Torsor in fYf. This 
is all straightforward, most of the verifications being reducible to the case fC = Sets, 
using the results of (111. 
Lemma 3.5. Conversely, every G-torsor T in (4 ’ is equivaIent to a Torsor of the 
form (T, 0) as described above where T= W*(T). [Recall, from [8], that 
U”; ,J-+,’ is conceived of as the ‘underlying object functor’.] 
Proof. U*(T) is defined as an equivalence class of pairs (a, x) where XE T(A, H) 
and a E A, see [6]. Let [iz, x] denote the equivalence class containing (a, x). G acts 
on r so for each ge G there is a natural map, which shall also be denoted by g, 
from &l, H) to &4, H). Then G also acts on O*(T) by sending [a, x] to [a, gx]. 
Since T is a G-Torsor, given any (a, x), the collection [a, gx] exhausts U*(T). So for 
each h E H there is a unique g E G such that [ha, x] = [a, g-‘-u], this defines a fknc- 
tion (not necessarily ahomomorphism) f(a, x) : H+G. We define (a, x) to be regular 
if f(a, x) is a group homomorphism. When (a,~) is regular we can determine a 
member of T(G) as follows: There is a projection p : T(A, H)-,T(H), let s=p(x). 
Then, if .f = f(a, x), we have r(f)(s) E T(G). It remains to show that every member 
of U*(T) can be represented by a regular (a, x) and that, for reguiar (a, A-), the 
element r(f)(s) depends only on the equivalence class [a, x] and that this defines the 
required map o: U*(T)-+‘(G). 
11 suffices to do all of this, geometrically, in the case ? = Sets. Let r be a profinite 
group in Sets and let 7; be a G-Torsor on which r acts, so that the G-action 
pi*eserves the r-action. Let T be the underlying set. Then T(A, H: is the set of action 
maps from (A, H) to (7” r). If XE T(A, H) then x consists of a map ~1: A-+ T and 
SE T(H) for which m(s(y)n) = ym(a) for all a E A and all y E r. The pair [ca; X] cor- 
responds to m(a) E T. (So U*(T) = T in this way.) Define 0: r-+(G) so that 
o(f)(y) =g iff yr = g- ‘t. Let G act on itself by left multiplication and let t E T be 
fiyed. Then an action map x= (rn, a(l)) from (G, G) to (T, r) can be defined with 
171(g) = ~-II. Then J(1, A-) = a(r) which is a g:oup homomorphism. So every t E r 
arises from a regular (I, x). 
Finally, suppose that (ao, x) is regular where x= (n, s) is an action map from 
(A, H) to (TJ). Then n : A --+ T, s E T(H) and n(sya) = yna for all a E A, y E I-. Let 
t = n(aO) and let f =,f(aO, x). We claim that r(f)(s) -5: a(t). Let HO be the image of r 
under the map s: r -+H. Let y E r be given and let h =sQ). It suffices to show that 
if yf = g- ’ t, then g = f(h). But n(haO) = n(syaO) = yn(ao) = it = g- ' t. AIs0 n(tiqJ = 
f(h)+ so g=f(h). 
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Proof Theorem 3.3(contd.). An ‘element’ of a G-Torsor (r, a) in 8’ consists of an 
element t E T together with an element at E f(G). Since elements of G-Torsors 
represent elements of r?(G), we see that 7i(er)(G) maps nicely to Z(E)(G) x r(G). 
It remains to show that this sets up the required isomorphism and the verification 
is> jrraightforward. 
C’orolla~ 3.6. ti(SetC) = r (also i== Ir(Sets’)), when r is a profinite group. 
Theorem 3.1. Let tL be a connected Grothendieck topos and let p* : f;’ -+ Sets be the 
imerse image of any point of E. Let I?((( ) : Fin Grp-+(( us above. T/hen p*i7(& ) 
represents a profinite group in Sets which is equivalent to the Grothendieck fun- 
darnenral group of ( I(, p *j. 
Proof. Let f( Icf be the category of locally constant finite objects of (( as in [4, pp. 
285~-29Oj. Then there is a profinite group ir in Sets for which 6rcf is isomorphic to 
(Fin Sets)’ in such a wny tha.t /u* corresponds to U* the underlying finite set. For 
each finite group G the G-torsors of f! lie in &.. and so the diagram of G-torsors 
in I1 is isomorphic 10 the diagram of G-torsors in Setsr. Since 5 is the colimit of 
this diagram and since p* preserves the colimit we see that p*7i(P ) = U*@Sets’) = r 
(in the sense that r is determined by the functor (r, -) which sends G to the set of 
continuous homomorphisms from r to C). 
Proposition 3.8. Let cc be a topos and let 5 = 2(?$ j. Then 5 acts in a natural way 
on ever>* C.z-torsor (for each finite group G) so all G-torsors live in fL ‘. 
Proof. Let T be a G-torsor. As shown in Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, we need to find an 
appropriate map CT: T --v?(G) to make T into a G-torsor in 6 ‘. But this is 
immediate as 5(G) is the colimit of all G-torsors so there is a coprcljection map from 
T w I?(G) which serves as CT. 
Remark. We know that r?(Sets’) is r?, a profinite group. As shown in Proposition 
3.2, the composition U*r: Fin Grps+Sets is r (that is, U*i=(G) = Con Hom(T, G)). 
There is another important left exact functor, UO, from Sets’ to Sets where 
t’,,(6~1) = the r-fixpoint class of A. Then UO is the unique geometric functor from 
Sets” to Sets. (By contrast, U* is an inverse image functor.) The composition UOi= 
is then the ‘abelianization’ of IY [Clearly U&G) c: U*r(G). Every f E U*I”(G) is 
represented by f: f --+G. Then f is a r-fixpoint iff f(_u~u-' ) =,f@) for all x, y in r 
iff f factors through TO where TO = UN, where N is the closure of the commutator 
subgroup of r.] In all the examples I know of, if 14 is a topos over Sets, via 
y*: If -+ets, then r*(ti(? j) is abelian. Perhaps there is a reason for it to be the ‘first 
homolog;V group’ of /(. 
ion, Let 1’ be a connected topos over Sets with geometric functor 
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yJI : fi *Sets. Let Iz = ?(A). Then r*ii is a profinite group in Sets (as composing with 
ye still yields a left exact functor from Fin Grp). Let I&(A ) denote the actual pro- 
finite group which represents r*iS (so that y&(G) = [I?@), G] where the bracket 
denotes the set of continuous homomorphisms). We shall refer to Z?, (8) as the 
first profinite homology group of R. This is suggested by: 
Theorem 3.9. Let (5’ be a connected topos over Sets. T&en, using the above 
notation: 
(1) A,(6) is abelia.:. 
(2) For G abelian, [I?, (8 ), G] = H’ (k, G) as would be predicted by the universal 
coefficient theorem. (Here H ’ ( 8, G ) is ldefined as in 141. ) 
(3) If ft has a point and if fiO is the Grothendieck fundamental profirlite group, 
then I?, (6 ) is the aber’ianization of SO @he quotienl of GO by rhe closure of its com- 
mutator subgroup). 
Proof. We need the following lemmas: 
Lemma 3.10. Let T be a G-torsor in G connected topos E where G is a constant, 
finite group. If T is fhe coproduct of nontrivial objects A and B, then tioth A and 
B have global extent (meaning that A -+ 1 and B-+ 1 are epi). 
Proof. Let U c 1 and V c 1 be the extent of A and B resperlively so that A --+ W and 
B-+ V’ are epi. For each ge G let: 
Ag={aEA[gaEA). 
Then the extent of p{Ag 1 g E G) is a complement for I/ so either V= I (and U= 1) 
(in which case we are finished) or Un V = 0 in which case U or I/ is 0, contradicting 
that A, B are non-zero. 
Lemma 3.11. Given the above hypotheses, we can write Tas a coproducl o.f subsets, 
T = A I + A, + l - l + Ak where each Ai is connected and of global exrenl. Moreover, 
this decomposirion is essentially unique. 
Proof. Any object T satisfying the last sentence of the above lemma and also 
having ‘at most n elements’ (i.e., satisfies KY,, . . , , A-,~ + l, V(x, =_‘i~) 1 i<,i}) can be se) 
decomposed by induction on n. 
emma 3.12. Given the above h_vpotheses, there e.xi&s a subgroup GO C, G and a 
connected GO-torsor TO for which T is equivalent to G@ T (over Go). 
roof. Let T=A,+A,+-+A,. Let T(=AI and let Go be the set of all gEG for 
which g(AI)=Al. (Note either g(AI)=Al or &AI) misses Al.) 
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proof of Theorem 3.9(contd.). (1) Recall that y+ is the global section functor, 
Hom(1, -). Let G be given. We must show that each member of A,(fi )(G) arises 
from A, ( I< )(Go) where Go is an abelian subgroup of G. If s E .!?,(6 )(G) then 
s : 1 --*J?(G). For each G-torsor T let T# be the colimit of the external diagram con- 
sisting of T an all G-automorphisms of T. If { T} ranges over a representative set 
of G-torsors, then 5(G) is the coproduct of 7;:#. Since (5’ is connected, Zz’ for which 
s: 1 -PC*. [Let A, c 1 be the trurh of SE T#, then the Ai’s cover 1 and are pairwise 
disjoint, so each A, is complemented, by U {Aj 1 j#i}, etc.] By Lemma 1.15, s 
factors through 1 -+fi(G,) where GO C, G and s : t -+ To# where To is a connected 
GO-torsor. f.Note that To# c *(GO) and To* maps oklto T* c 5(G) under 5(i) where 
i : G,, --+ i= and the range of s is contained in T# .) Now let 0 : To --) To be 
G,,-equivariant . Then g E GO such that 19(r) =gt for all g, as To is c:onnected, and this 
implies that g is in the center CO of Go. So if g@ CO, then gs: l+ Toe is another sec- 
tion, contradicting the connectedness of To. So Co= Go and Go is abelian, as 
required. 
(2) If G is abelian. then [4, p. 2751, H’ ((5, G) is defined as the set of equivalence 
classes of G-torsors, but, in view of the above proof, this is ya 5( A )(G), since the 
G-automorphisms act transitively on T so T# = 1, when G is abelian. 
(3) In this case the locally constant finite objects of I: can be embedded in Set@ 
as in the proof of Theorem 3.7. Now the Remark following Proposition 3.8 applies. 
4. Exampks 
J. 1. Spatial ‘rlpoi with universal covers 
Let A’ be a locally connected tcyological space, ~zA let p: X*-+X be a universal 
covc‘r. (This means that if 4: Y--+X is any other cover and if .VF X*, _VE Y are 
chosen with p(x) = g( _y), then there is a unique 8 : X*-+ Y for which q6 =p and 
BW =_K) Let II() be the deck translation group of all isomorphisms r : X*-+X* for 
which pr =p. Clearly no acts transitively on each stalk of X*. We shall interpret no 
as a pro-group in Shv(X) and show that it then corresponds to n(Shv X). We shall 
construct a sheaf of groups, n, on X with each stalk isomorphic to x0. Define an 
equivalence relation E on the sheaf X*X X* so that (x, yjLp& b) iff there exists 
r~ q, with (.I-, ,r*) = (ru, rh). Let it be the sheaf (X* x X *j/E. Then n is a group under 
the operation: 
(_y, ~)(a, b) = (r:~, 6) where r~ x0 and rv = a. r 
it is readily shown that this operation respects E-equivalence and it is a group opera- 
tion with identity (x, A-) and with (x, u)- ’ = (y,~). 3n each stalk it is clearly isomor- 
phic to fsO (by choosing a base point), 
To show that z = n(Shv X) let T be any G-torsor. Then T is a covering of X (for 
if T: U- T is a local section where L’ is connected and open, then the sections 
(,H 1 .r: E G ) correspond precisely to the part of T that lies over U). Define a map 
,%PTxX”‘xX”-+G . (the product is taken over X) 
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so that M(t, x, y) =g when 6 : X* -+ T is the map over X with O(x) = t and ge G is 
determined by 8(y) = gt. It is easily checked that M(t, x, y) = M(t, rx, ry) for r E: Q, 
so A.4 is, in effect, a map from T to G”, in fat: from T to Horn@, G). In this way 
Horn@, G) is readily shown to be tit,e colimit of all G-torsors so 7~ = 7t(Shv X). [The 
details are sketched. If CT :n -+c3 is given locally, regard CT as a map X* xX* +G 
over some open UC X. We must construct a G-torsor T and find an element e T 
over U for which C&Y, y) = M(t, x, y). Choose x0 e U and x#(xo) c X* and regard 
a! as a group homomorphism cz :no -+G with a(r) -o$x, TX). Let T= G@X* (over 
no) and let t = 1 @x. Similarly if to E To and tl E T, produce locally equivalent maps 
from II to G then we can represent To and Tl as the same quotient of X*.] 
Remarks. (1) In the above case, IC is actually an internal group in Shv(X). If 
y*: Shv(X)-+Sets is the global section functor, then the pro-group y*[Hom(n, G)] 
is an internal group in Sets, namely, by 3.9, the ‘abelianization’ of no, or no 
modulo its commutator subgroup. To see this, let f: X*x X*+G be a global 
group homomorphism which preserves !L Suppose f(_~, rx) = g E G, then f( yt TV) = g 
for all y (as the set of all y with this property is clopen). So f gives rise to a function 
3 : q, -+G where f(x, y) =3(s) when y = sx. Note that f(-u, KY) =3(r) and J&Y, srx) = 
j'(srs- ’ ) but f(.~, rx) = f(sx, srx) as f respects E. So j’(r) =f(srss-’ ). This shows that 
f is a group homomorphism and that 
Y* Hom(n, G) = Hom(jr&o, no], G). 
(2) The pro-group n in the above case is represented by an internal group which 
has also been denoted by it, so n(G) = Hom(rr, G). This identification seems natural, 
but might cause a problem because ~,~n has two reasonable interpretations and 
y* Hom(rr,G) is not the same as Hom(y,n,G). In fact, one is represented by 
no/(rro, Q], the othel by the center of 7to (see Remark after 3.8). 
4.2. The pro-covering 
A pro-group in Shv(X) need not be represented by an internal group, but might 
be represented by a topological group over X which may fail to a sheaf (cf. Example 
6.5 of [7]). This is the case when X is connected and locally path connected, the 
universal pro-covering X* of X is the inverse limit of all (pointed) connected cover- 
ings of X (see [6] and [9]). In general, X* is a fibration over X but need not have 
discrete fibres unless it is a cover. The consiruction of 4.1 can still be applied. 
(Details from [6] and [9] are needed.) 
3.3. Totally disconnected spaces 
A totally disconnected space may have non-trivial torsors. For example, Heath’s 
Vee Space has a 2 to 1 cover which is a non-trivial Z2-torsor -. see [3], [5], and 
[ 111. The proof is by ‘categorical topology as practiced by &ire.‘) Nonetheless, 
every torsor of a basically disconnected space (a space with a clopen base) is trivial 
over a clopen neighbourhood of any point. So iz and 7~ are trivial for such spaces, 
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which includes the Heath Vee Space as it is easily shown to be basically 
disconnected. 
4.4. Missed loops, relative groups 
The fundamental group of a topos often fails to discern apparent ‘loops’ because 
these loops do not lead to torsors. These are connected, locally arc-connected 
topological spaces with non-trivial fundamental group (in the traditional sense) but 
which aldmit no non-trivial coverings, hence no non-trivial torsors (for ordinary 
groups) (see 161, such spaces are of course not locally simply connected, there is also 
an example called Schanuel’s topos). 
Similarly let C be the category with two objects 0 and 1 and maps m : O-+ 1 and 
n: 41 with nm=m and n2= 1. Then the topos Fun(C, Sets) appears to have a 
‘loop’ around I, but because there are no non-trivial G-torsors, for any group G, 
the fundamentA groups are trivial. There are not even any torsors for internal 
groups. 
The topos Fcn(CoP, Sets) also has no non-trivial G-torsors for constant groups 
G, but does have non-trivial torsors for internal groups. Nonetheless both fun- 
damental groups are trivial. The topoi Fun(C, Sets) and Fun(CoP,Sets) are both 
connected Grothendieck topoi with points. So the Grothendieck fundamental group 
is defined, and must be trivial. 
It might be possible to get at loops such as the ones above by defining the fun- 
damental group of a topos ? relative to a topos A So if .9 is Sets we get our fun- 
damental group; if ./ is the topos of finite sets, the profinite group results (and 
analogously for restrictions to sets of cardinal below m). 
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